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Accomplishments and Productivity for FY21 

A. List the unit’s goals and how the goals support Educate•Connect•Elevate. 
 

• Integrate New Systems and Processes 
• Continue to advance digital humanities and open resources (Educate and Connect) 
• Promote instruction both inside and outside the library (Educate and Connect) 
• Begin construction of Milner Student Success Center (Educate) 
• Continue planning for integration of CTLT in Milner (Elevate) 
• Refine collection development processes 

 
B. List major accomplishments for each goal. Please consider reflecting on teaching, research, and 

service accomplishments as well as any successful initiatives related to academic program 
development, diversity and inclusion, faculty success, and/or student success. 
 

Integrate new systems and processes  
 
We have spent considerable planning and resources on replacing legacy systems with modern IT 
infrastructure that reduces our need for in-house support while offering improved digital user 
experiences for our patrons.   
 
We migrated from Voyager, a 20-year old legacy library information system shared among Consortium 
for Academic and Research Libraries of Illinois (CARLI) member libraries, to Alma. This project was our 
version of Leap Forward and replaced the systems we used for acquiring and cataloging new resources, 
tracking and paying invoices with vendors, managing our electronic resources, circulating resources to 
patrons, and the online public access catalog our patrons use to search our holdings and place request 
for resources held at other CARLI libraries. This multi-year project went live in June 2020 while library 
staff were working remotely, so the majority of last-minute data migration tasks and preparation for 
staff training on new workflows took place remotely. Our college IT staff collaborated with Web and 
Interactive Communications to implement changes to the library website to seamlessly integrate Alma 
and its search discovery tool (PrimoVE) that searches all of our databases simultaneously and 
decommission Voyager and its search discovery tool. Workflows assessment, staff training, data 
migration clean-up, backlog of not-cataloged new resources, and user education activities continue.  
This project is perhaps our most significant undertaking for years and touched the lives of nearly every 
library employee in terms of change management. This will improve our efficiencies and opportunities 
for analytics. 
 
Additionally, we upgraded our digital asset management system for locally created digital-born content 
to Responsive, which offers a mobile version for improved patron services and improved metadata 
management and analytics.  Again, this was the completion of a multi-year project that required 
significant enhancements for library employees and users of our digital collections. 
Both of these projects support the University’s strategic plan under II.C.3 “Utilize technological solutions 
that enhance productivity.” 
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Continue to advance digital humanities and open resources 
 
As part of our Digital Discussions series to promote campus awareness of digital humanities and open 
resources, we celebrated Open Access Week October 19-25. We hosted Safiya Noble as our keynote 
speaker. Her lecture on racism and sexism inherent in search engine algorithms was featured as part of 
the Presidential Speaker series and garnered approximately 160 attendees from across campus. 
 
In partnership with CTLT, four of our librarians (Anne Shelley, Eric Willey, Karmen Beecroft, and Rebecca 
Fitzsimmons) taught three workshops entitled Wikidata for the Classroom, Affordability of Course 
Materials: Exploring an Equity Issue, and Transcribe with Us: Open transcription for Decipher History. 
 
In partnership with CARLI, our scholarly communication librarian Anne Shelley developed a grant 
proposal to the Department of Education to fund the creation and publication of open access textbooks 
in the allied health professions areas.  However, the grant proposal was not funded. 
 
Collection assessment librarian Julie Murphy, electronic resources librarian Rachel Park, student success 
librarian Mallory Jallas, and associate dean for information assets Rachel Scott applied for a CARLI 
Counts project mentorship. CARLI Counts is a continuing education library leadership immersion 
program that prepares librarians to make effective use of research findings on the impact of academic 
libraries on student success for the purposes of service development and library advocacy. Their 
proposal to study the impact of affordable, open textbooks at Illinois State University was accepted and 
is in the first year of a three-year project mentorship under CARLI’s guidance. 
 
Special collections librarian Rebecca Fitzsimmons and scholarly communication librarian Anne Shelley 
co-taught a course with COE faculty member Linsay DeMartino for EAF doctoral students using digital 
scholarship tools. 
 
With co-principal investigators in the School of Art, fine arts librarian Heather Koopmans submitted a 
grant proposal “Gamespective” to the National Endowment for the Humanities’ Digital Humanities 
Advancement grants program.   
 
Milner Library supported the Music Library Association’s creation and publication of The Public Domain 
Song Anthology: Popular Music for Study and Performance with Modern and Traditional Harmonization 
using endowed funds. 
 
We negotiated our first ever Read-and-Publish agreement, which allows research published by Illinois 
State University authors to be open access in Cambridge University Press journals without having to pay 
article processing charges. One ISU author has already benefitted from this agreement, just one month 
after our roll-out. 
 
All of these activities support II.B.2 “Enhance cross-disciplinary research and creative activities” and 
IV.B.4 “Enhance the ability of members of the University community to engage with each other.” 
 
Promote instruction both inside and outside the library  
 
Our Information Use and Fluency (IUF) unit is charged with aiding librarians and campus faculty with 
integrating information fluency with curricular and co-curricular experiences. We define information 
fluency as the ability to critically think while engaging with, creating, and utilizing information regardless 
of format. The IUF unit crafted a new five-year unit strategic plan and adopted a new name, Instruction 



and Student Engagement (ISE) to better reflect its program goals. We hired three new librarians with 
skillsets in student success, instructional design, and learning technologies to enhance our capabilities.   
 
This activity aligns with I.D.1 “Review, update, and align university plans with 
Educate•Connect•Elevate.” 
 
We launched a core guides review team to evaluate our online subject guides, devise new subject guides 
recommendations for subject librarians, and propose a new layout of existing subject guides to improve 
navigability for our patrons. We are currently awaiting librarians’ feedback before implementation. Our 
current subject guides were accessed over 32,000 times in FY20. 
 
Milner Library content was integrated into the Technology QuickStart for Fall 2020 for the first time. This 
project team was nominated for the Team Excellence Award. 
 
These projects support II.C.3 “Utilize technological solutions that enhance productivity.” 
 
Begin construction of Milner Student Success Center 
 
Demonica Kemper, the contracted architecture and engineering firm, submitted designs and estimated 
costs in late 2019. The project is awaiting BOT approval and has been on hold in FY21. 
 
This activity supports II.C.1 “Create more spaces that encourage collaborative research, teaching, and 
other learning activities.”  
 
Continue planning for integration of CTLT in Milner 
 
Dean Dallas Long served on a planning team to examine CTLT and Milner space needs and propose 
layout that will locate CTLT on the 1st and 5th floors of the library and consequently relocate Milner’s 
cataloging and acquisitions units from 5th to 1st floor. Dean Long and AD Rachel Scott are currently 
serving on a QBS selection team to review architectural and engineering firms to be contracted for 
design work. At the same time, librarians are evaluating older collections housed on Floor 5 for potential 
deaccessioning to improve space prior to the relocation of collections impacted by the proposed CTLT 
footprint.  Additionally, subject librarians reviewed microforms collections housed on Floor 1 for 
potential deaccessioning in order to accommodate the relocation of library staff from Floor 5 in 
anticipation of this project. 
 
This activity supports I.D.4 “Optimize space utilization and development to advance the University’s 
mission.” 
 
Refine collection development processes 
 
The library’s collection development team drafted a comprehensive collection development plan that 
brought into harmony our collecting philosophy, deselection criteria, and subject-based collection 
development plans. This work is highly consultative with the University Library Committee, an external 
committee of the Academic Senate. The comprehensive collection development plan is not yet finalized. 
 
This activity supports I.D. “Use best practices to continuously improve institutional effectiveness.” 
 
Other FY21 Productivity 
 



Our accomplishments and productivity for FY21 is colored by the global COVID-19 pandemic. Like all 
units of the University, we had to quickly formulate and implement plans to support remote work as 
much as possible for library employees. Prior to this year, it was virtually unthinkable that hands-on 
activities such as cataloging, rare book conservation, or interlibrary loan services might be performed at 
home. However, we did manage to achieve this with few library employees unable to perform their 
duties remotely. To facilitate access to library collections for teaching and learning, funding for print 
books was reallocated to e-books and streaming content. We negotiated temporary free access to e-
textbook collections from textbook publishers. Library faculty and staff responded to numerous 
classroom faculty requests to support courses. Our subject librarians taught library instruction online for 
the first time and held research consultations via Zoom. We de-densified public seating and 
technologies, discussed face coverings for the first time, and implemented mitigation measures such as 
physical distancing and plexiglass at service desks. We designed and implemented curbside pickup based 
on consultation with the Normal Public Library.  
 
Milner also participated virtually in Preview, Welcome Week, and Transfer Days. We oriented new 
employees some of whom we have still not met face to face. We experienced leadership transitions, 
with a new dean beginning July 1 and a new associate dean beginning August 10. Like all libraries, we 
experienced severe delays in resource sharing as many libraries remained closed throughout the 
country, and publishers and distributors faced interruptions in sending new resources we had ordered. 
Milner Library staff were among the first on campus to implement Citrix VDA to provide remote desktop 
access to computer lab workstations, a solution which was utilized by others on campus. Milner was also 
the first campus unit to produce visor shield headband holders for the McLean County Public Health 
Department using our 3D printers. These efforts resulted in positive publicity for Milner Library and the 
University in the early days of the pandemic. 
 
In addition to our COVID-19 pandemic responses, we undertook activities not reflected in the library’s 
stated goals above. We embarked on the crafting of a new 5-year strategic plan that is nearing 
finalization. We conceived and implemented a formal mentoring program for new librarians, hosted 
several College GROWTH workshops with strong attendance by librarians and staff, revised our library 
bylaws and submitted to Senate for approval, and began discussing in earnest diversity, equity, and 
access with the long term goal of adopting an antiracist library culture and service model. Ten faculty 
and staff, including the dean, are currently participating in a four-week course called Equity in Action: 
Fostering an Antiracist Library Culture, sponsored by Library Journal.  

 
C. Indicate measures of productivity by which the unit’s successes can be illustrated. 

 
1. Library Circulation/Usage 
 Physical loans: 67,166 
 Digital/Electronic Searches or Downloads: 483,078 
 Interlibrary Loan Provided to Other Libraries: 10,513 
 Interlibrary Loan Received from Other Libraries: 17,999 
 Gate Count (Number of Visitors): 14,583 [low due to closure to walk-in patrons] 
 
2. Teaching Impact:  

Total Attendance at Teaching Sessions: 8,728 
Number of Teaching Sessions: 380 
Research Consultations: 341 
Reference Questions: 17,245 

   
II.     Internal Reallocations and Reorganizations in FY21 



 
A. Describe any reallocations or reorganizations, including the movement of positions, upgrade of 

positions, creation of new positions, or reallocation of personnel or operating funds.  
 

1. Movement of Positions 
  None 
 

2. Upgrade of Positions 
  None 
 

3. Creation of New Positions: 
a. Applied Sciences Librarian (TT Faculty): Kent LaCombe 
b. Mathematics and Science Librarian (TT Faculty): Joshua Newport 
c. Student Success Librarian (TT Faculty): Mallory Jallas 
d. Instructional Design Librarian (NTT Faculty): Allison Rand 
e. Data Services Librarian (TT Faculty): Chad Kahl [return to faculty from administrative 

role] 
 

4. Retirements 
a. Circulation Desk Manager (CS): Charles Edwards 
b. Shelving Manager (CS): Susan Rovens 
c. Head of Cataloging and Acquisitions (TT Faculty): Joan Schuitema (June 30) 
d. Acquisitions Coordinator (CS): Carol Rhoades (April 30) 

 
5. Resignations 

a. Night Circulation Supervisor (CS): Elizabeth Babin 
b. Digital Imaging Specialist I (CS): Elizabeth Harman (grant ends 4/30/21) 
c. Associate Dean for Public Services and Technology (AP): Chad Kahl  

 
6. Replacement Positions: 

a. Circulation Desk Manager (CS): Elizabeth Babin 
b. Night Circulation Supervisor (CS): Travis Givens 
c. Associate Dean for Information Assets (AP): Rachel Scott 
d. Fine Arts Librarian (NTT Faculty): Heather Koopmans 
e. Teaching and Learning Librarian (NTT Faculty): Caitlin Stewart 

 
7. Extra-Help Hiring: 

a. Continuations Specialist: Maddie Loiselle 
b. Facilities Projects Assistant: Jim Caselton 
c. Teaching with Primary Sources Assistant: Constance Satchwell (salary funded 

through grant) 
d. Teaching with Primary Sources Assistant: Bernadette Cash (salary funded through 

grant) 
e. Metadata Assistant: Mariah Wahl (salary funded through grant) 
f. Metadata Assistant: Liz Hartman (salary funded through grant) 

 



B. Describe how the unit used additional funds from the Provost Office to enhance 
accomplishments and productivity. Additional Provost Office funds could include funding 
sources such as: Instructional Capacity funds, Summer Session funding, or variance dollars from 
buyouts or sabbaticals 

 
1. EDEP 

 
Upon the FY20 transition to a Tenure-track Faculty line Angela Yon received a total 
commitment of $12,000 in EDEP funding to be spread out over FY 21 through FY23; $2,000 
funded by Milner and $2,000 in funds from the Provost Office each year through FY23. 
Angela’s plan is to use EDEP funds to attend an international library conference (IFLA); 
however, due to COVID travel will be postponed for the time being. Milner will be 
submitting an SBC request of $4,600 for EDEP funds available to Angela at the end of FY21.  
($600 FY20 EDEP funds, $4,000 FY21 EDEP funds) 

 
C. Describe how the unit used additional funds from College/Department/School/Unit to enhance 

accomplishments and productivity. Additional College/Department/School/Unit funds could 
include such as: external funding, Foundation funds, variance dollars (note: this does not include 
variance dollars from AIF), or external contracts. 

 
1. External Funds 

Milner Library received grant funding from two different sources during the current fiscal year: 

a. $502,313 in funding received from the Library of Congress for the continuation of the 
Teaching with Primary Resources program. 

b. $91,276 in funding received from the Council of Library and Information Resources/Andrew 
W. Mellon Foundation for the digitizing of the circus route book collections owned by ISU, 
Circus World, and the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art and the creation of a shared 
digital repository. This was a three-year project which ends on April 30, 2021. 

2. Foundation Funds 
 

We expended funds from Foundation accounts on book purchases, honoraria for guest 
speakers, and specialized conservation treatments of Hovey’s presidential portrait and his 
ceremonial Civil War era sword. 

 
3. Variance Funds 

Milner Library carried over SBC funds from fiscal year 2020 of $3,679,139 to be used for the 
following: 

 
• $609 of EDEP funds for Tenure-track faculty member Angela Yon to use towards an 

international library conference. Travel was postponed due to COVID. 
• $811 in URG funds for a project at Archives which has been completed. 
• $130,000 was earmarked for carpet install on Floors 3 and 5, which has been completed. 
• $398,093 has been encumbered for a contract with Demonica Kemper Architects to plan 

and design the Student Success Center. 



• $187,856 went towards the FY21 holdback. 
o $2,961,771 was set aside to support for construction costs of the Student Success 

Center. 
 

Milner Library will add an approximate $798,000 of current year variance to SBC to be used as     
follows: 

• $2,010 of Indirect Cost funds will be carried over to FY22 to cover Milner’s share of TPS 
staff salaries. 

• $25,000 of Indirect Cost funds will be carried over and used to digitize the 1981-1991 
Vidette issues. Donor funds will also be used to finance the project. 

• $10,000 of Indirect Cost funds will be carried over and used for reskilling the Data 
Services Librarian. 

• $4,000 will be added to Angela Yon’s EDEP funds for a total of $4,609 in SBC EDEP funds. 
• Approximately $150,000 of variance from the Library Materials budget will be carried 

over to offset the shipment of materials ordered during the current fiscal year but not 
shipped or billed until after July 1. 

• Approximately $573,000 of Milner Personnel variance and $44,000 of unused Indirect 
funds will go towards the funding for the floor one Student Success Center. This will 
make an approximate $4,085,000 in funds available for the Student Success Center 
(including the encumbered Demonica Kemper contract funds.) 

• Total estimated SBC request for FY22 to FY23 approximately $4.3 million 

Accountability Reports 
a. Strategic Budgeted Carryover/AEF Provost/Provost Enhancement accountability reports 

(if applicable) - Due July 16, 2021. 
 

b. FY 21 RERIP Accountability Report (College Only) - Due July 16, 2021. 
 

Not applicable. 
 

c. FY 21 AEF-TECH Accountability Report - Due July 16, 2021. 
 
Milner received $100,000. We expended these funds on student-facing technologies, such as purchasing 
loanable equipment for students to temporarily borrow (media projectors, SWIVLs, OWLs, etc. for 
classroom learning) and on replacing public desktop computers in our Computer Lab and on several of 
the public floors of the library. 
 

d.  FY 21 Educational Diversity Enhancement Program Accountability Report - Due July 16, 
2021. 
 


